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ABSTRACT

In mutual agreement between the Netherlands and Belgium, a study on the MarkVliet river system is started. Bath rivers drain into the lake Yolkerak-Zoorn and transport
polluted riverbed material, leading to further phosphate uploading of the lake.
A study, aimed at possible actions to solve the problems caused hy polluted sediments, is
carried .out.
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This Mark-Vliet project has been effected with EGfunding from the Interreg programme for the BeneluxCentra! region.
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INTRODUCTION

With regard to polluted .sediment transport, transboundary rivers are a well-known
cause of problems. Passing through several densely popuiared and industrialized regions
they become increasingly poll u ted on their way to the se a. Mostly, the up per reaches being
relatively steep, large quantities of sand and suspended materia'is are transported. Consequently in the lower reaches one has to cie<!l with heavily polluted sediments.
In order to secure economie growth, one more and more adapts a policy of integrated water management, considering water as an ecosystem, thus including the enbankment,
the riverhed and conneering groundwater systems, uncl also including the fauna and the
vegetation. The necessity to stop further degradation of the water system and to arrive at
gradual impravement is the biggest challenge the water authorities face.
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The project under concern is focused on the Mark- Vliet river basin wbich drains bis
polluted water and riverbed material into the Lake Volkerak-Zoom, which until 1987 was
part of the Rhine-Meuse estuary. Due to the construction of darns it became a freshwater
lake with a stable water level. At present the lake is clear and eutrophic and bas increasing
limnologie values. In the nearby future this lake will be allotted the status of wetland. To
maintain the water quality of the lake it is necessary to rninirnize the input of nutrients
wbich for a substantial part originate frorn the Mark and Vliet (Table 1). Due to the
eliminared tidal influence in tbe Lake Volkerak-Zoom sedimentation of polluted material
bas increased in tbe lower reaches of the Mark and Vliet. In flood periods, tbe polluted
riverbed material may easily be transporred to th~ Lake Volkerak-Zoom, leading to its
further uploading.
Table L Phosphate sourees (ton P /ycar) for lhe Lake Volkerak-Zoorn
(data are for avcrage ycars). ..
··

Quantities
Country

Souree

Rivcrbasin

1990

1995

so
55

50
2.5

65

65

50
30
65

50
10
60

Total

315

260

Retentien
Output

140

140-160
100-120

t-Mark-Vliet

Belgium

The Netherlands

Agrieulture
Treatm. plants
Other sourees

Mark-Vliet

Agrieulture
Treatm. plants
Other sourees

175
/

Tne N e theriands

Hollands Diep
Polders d raining
di r ~c tly into the
L.ake Volke:ak-Zoom

The 0\'e ther lands

Total

I

SO-i30

65

i

60

~5

I

315-365

210-2:30

I

I
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The Dutch Ministry of Transpon and Pubtic Works who is responsabie for the water
management of the Lake Volkerak-Zoom, bas concluded an agreement with both the Dutch
and the Belgian authorities in charge of treatment of waste water in the region. Tne aim of
the contract is w reduce the output of phosphate into the lake to the projeered levels,
presenred in Tabel 1.

1.
2.
3.

The study bas started in 1991 and is directed towards :
sanitation of pollution sources;
dredging of polluted material;
restrietion of treatment casts for the dredged material by construction of sand and
silt traps forseparate in-situ entrapment of sand and silt.

An extensive sampling programme of \vater, suspended solids and riverbed is being
executed. Experiments on physic:J.! roodels and mathematica! simulation are combined to
arrive at optimum dimensions and locations for the sand and silt traps.

THE RIVER BASIN
Figure 1 is a map of the Mark-Vliet river basin. The tot al drainage area is 1.265 km 2
from which 820 km2 has to be situated in the Netherlands and 445 km 2 in Belgium. ·
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Figure 1 : Project area

In the Belgian part, the land use can be thought as follows : (data from the National
Institute of Staristics - Belgium) :
arable land
grass land
woods
wild land

16.85 %
44.87%
10.99 %
7.73%

others
5,90%
urbanized area
9,87%
non registered area 3,79%

In tbe Netherlands a similar overv1ew ts worked out at the moment. One cao roughly say
the general distribution to be the same.
The upper reaches drain a relatively high (10 - 30 m above sealevel in the Nerherlands, to 15-35 m above sealevel in Belgium) regwn of pleistocene sancis, while the lower

reaches drain polder districts of holocene clay, more or less at sealevel. Especially in these
lower reaches large quantities of transportable sediments are present. Parts of these
sediments originate from the upper reaches, the other parts are produced locally by surface
flow, sewer overflows, effluents or drainage water. The yearly sediment yield in the lower
reaches is at least 61.000 m 3, consisring of a mixture of sand and silt.
The actual physico chemica! waterquality varies from moderately to heavily polluted,
while the biological quality is rather good in the Belgian upstream part and -varies from bad
to good in the Netherlands. In order to imprave the quality of the water drained into the
Lake Volkerak-Zoom, a combination of different actions has to be taken. The greatest
efficiency is obtained by complete eliminatien of pollution sources. However, as many
sourees are difficult to manipulate, it would be unwise to rely only on a source-oriented
approach, as this is a rather long-term business. First, a reduction of the output of nutrients
by agriculture cannot be achieved completely, especially because a substantial part of the
soils is already saturated with respect to phosphates and nitrates; water authorities cannot
directly tackle this problem as it is a matter of government and legislation. Second, also the
quality of atmospheric deposition is beyond direct control by water authorities. All this
taken into account in the short and medium-term one is forced to an additional effectminded approach. Pollution being partly fixed to the sediments, a substantial part can be
elirninated by dredging. As polluents are mainly flxed to the fine material, from the
econornical point of view it is valuable to separate the sand and silt fractions. By this the
amount of polluted material to be dredged and consequently the treatment costs will be
reduced.
The first step to attack the problem was the extension of the existing measunng
network.
The map of figure 1 shows the main sampling points where water quamity, water quality
and sediment transpon are measured. Besides water quality is verified on a routine basis at
more than hundred additional locations.

THE TEST PROGRAMME
Field Data

A.n extensive sampling programme tries to link water quantity, water quality and
sediment transport.
Discharges are continuously registerea m calibrated measuring stations where an unequivocal stage-discharge relationship exists or has been established (Figure 2 and Picture 1). In
all points stages are continously measured and transformed into discharges. Control
discharge measurements are regularly carried out by means of hydrometrie propellor type
current meters. During these field measuremenrs suspended transport is evaluated by means
of an IR-sensor for turbidity registration. Water samples are also taken for the determination of panical size and species and for the water quality analysis.
Bed transpon is researched in about 10 locations using a shift system, with sediment traps
of the bottie type.
The evolution of the water quality is studied by the physical and chemica! analysis of
samples, taken once a month at every sample station and next to this at more than hundred
locations over the whole drainage area.

Samples of the bed material are colleered in the sedimentation and erosion areas of the
basin. From these data, grain-size distribution and quality are determined.
Finally, important inforrnation for an optima! design of the sand traps is gained from
measuring the velocity distribution in an existing sand trap for several discharge regimes.
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Typical stage-discharge calibration curve

Picture 1 v1ew on a sampling point

Labaratory Experiments
In the Hydraulics Labaratory of the University of Ghent, a test flume with reetangular cross section (0.60 (H) x 0.80 (W) m 2 x 16 (L) m) bas been build. With the available
pump capacity a combination of a water depth of 0.40 m and veloeities of 1 m/s can be
realized. In this flume the instruments for sediment transport measurement (IR-sensor for
suspended transport and battle (trap type) for bottorn transport), are calibrated. These
calibrations are performed using local bed material in order tO achieve optima! accuracy.

.·

Secondly, one will get through an ample test programme in order to identify the
hydraulic sedimentation characteristics of the materials under concern (sand and silt). The
information from these tests and the results of the field campaigns on the existing sand trap
will serve for the design and the construction of a scale model of a sand_ ~r:._aE:)n this_IP-_Q<j~L___
the requirements for an effective separation of sand and silt wiJl be exarnined, taking into
consideration conditions with regard t0 economical and practical realization.
Mathematica! Modelling

Ii

At least two software packages for simtdation of unsteady flow in combination with
modules for sediment transport and water quality parameters will be applied for simulation
studies on the project area. The inforrnation gained from the field and Iabaratory measurments will provide important input data for these simulations. Calculations will be performed in both countries. Comparison of the results will help tO evaluate the power and the
limitations of each package. After calibration the software wiJl be a very handsome working
tooi t0 search for the most appropriate salution for the reduction of the pollution towards
the Lake Volkerak-Zoom and secondly for a decrease of the total treatment cast of polluted
silt from the river basin.
CONCLUSION

The project presenred in this contribution is an example of effective bilareral
cooperation for the salution of environmental and ecological problems. A joint venture of
sciemific research and effons from the authorities wil! lead to an acceptable salution for the
sanitation and conservation of a limnologie valuable lake and river basin. This environmental proteetion project will be realized with close attemion for economie savings in the tata!
budget available.
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